Is your Blackboard course ready for Fall 2019?

Important:

- Blackboard opens to students on **Friday, August 16th**
- You can do a course copy from a previous semester to get started. The [course copy tutorial](#) is online...follow the directions for successful results!
- If you need help with a course copy or have other questions about course design or technology...Contact your Instructional Designer:
  - Angela Meek ([schedule with Angela](#))
    - TED; BUS; BTS; NHS
  - Carrie Kyser ([schedule with Carrie](#))
    - DONSAM; SS; MaSS; HUM

Regular editions of e-Bytes will resume in September. Stay tuned for information on the RFP for a new LMS, as well as more “tech bytes” and the latest happenings at e-Learning Services!